taining DNA beads on which chromatin had not been We therefore devised a novel assay that overcomes assembled yet (not shown). the technical difficulties encountered in previous atTo better characterize this long-range effect, we then quantitated the degree of anisotropy of asters exposed 
microtubule bundle that was growing toward chromatin crotubule densities toward and away from chromatin were comparable (not shown). but did not contact the chromatin surface directly and measured its length. We then measured the length of the In these experiments, we often observed that asters initially positioned far from chromatin were subselongest detectable microtubule/bundle growing away from chromatin and defined the "asymmetry coefficient" quently found closer to it. Hence, we analyzed the dynamics of aster-chromatin interaction as a function of (c ␣ ) as the ratio of the first to the second measurement ( Figure 1F ). Measurement of c ␣ for different asters, at time by concentrating on the few (n ϭ 5) centrosome/ chromatin systems in which the centrosome was initially varying distances from the chromatin surface, showed that there was a high bias of microtubules to grow topositioned far from chromatin and in which the chromatin aggregate was small enough for the system to freely ward chromatin (c ␣ Ͼ 2) at distances on the order of 30 m (n Ϸ 10 cases observed). The value of the asymmetry move and interact inside the chamber. Analysis of image sequences from experiments fulfillcoefficient decreased for shorter chromatin/aster distances and converged to c ␣ ϭ 1 (symmetry) for distances ing those criteria revealed that asters underwent a period of directed movement ( Figures 2C and 2D , image on the order of 10-15 m (Figure 1G ), confirming that the bias was not contact-based (short-range). As a consequences, and see supplemental Movies 2 and 3). By computing the radial distance "d" between the aster trol, at great distances (approximately 30 m) aster mi- have created a subcellular "dynamical system" having intrinsic behavioral properties. This behavior seems to The present experimental system did not allow us to establish a precise spatial range for this "à distance" emerge from local ("contact") as well as long-range ("à distance") interactions between chromatin and the mieffect, but our observations lead us to estimate that microtubules can "communicate" with chromatin at discrotubule system. Both of these types of interaction are signatures of the self-organization behavior of larger tances of a few microns to tens of microns in the apparent absence of a physical contact. They also reveal systems ranging from multi-cellular assemblies to flying bird flocks or the formation of ant nests [23] . It is remarkthat, at short range from chromatin, the chromatin and microtubule systems interact in a complex fashion that able that we find such features at the sub-cellular scale. We suggest that this kind of systemic behavior could gives rise to a host of collective movements in egg ex- 
